
A Tauranga Golfing Family 

I was humbled and honoured to be invited to put together a piece from a Tauranga Golfing Family 

perspective. It made me review not only why I play golf, but why I encouraged my wife, Sharyn, to 

play and then subsequently, each of our three children. 

The answer was easy; I wanted to introduce them to the best sport in the world, full of awesome 

people that enjoy the game. I found a sport that you could easily play worldwide from a young age 

to those no longer so young; a sport that could be played for decades by the same group of friends 

with memories of old battles with conflicting versions on the outcome.  

Golf for many years had a stigma as an elitist sport that frowned upon common folk partaking in the 

game when in fact it should be enjoyed by the masses.  

I was fortunate enough to make golf my career working in New Zealand, France, England and 

Germany.  

During our travels, Sharyn and I experienced not only different cultures and attitudes but also a 

variety of golf set ups that dictated Course design i.e. Links, Resorts , Heathlands, Parkland to name a 

few. With that a distant past and our children growing up amongst the modern IT world where the 

time robbers Twitter, Facebook and the Internet are rampant, we decided to immerse our offspring 

in an outdoors activity (amongst others), golf,  where you actually meet “real” people. The New 

Zealand Golf initiative of LOVE GOLF – really addresses this and while watching the 2014 US PGA it 

was interesting to hear and see the various approaches our global bodies are investing in to promote 

our sport to fresh eyes. We live in exciting times. 

One of the key points of difference at Tauranga Golf Club is the wide range of groups that target my 

family – from the 9 hole Ladies on a Tuesday to the Business House social event on a Wednesday 

evening,  to the Thursday Men,  both morning and midday groups,  which I can occasionally be seen 

frequenting. Nothing makes me feel more comfortable and incredibly indebted to the Club than to 

have won a tussle on the Course and be quietly drinking a victory dram while watching the Pro team 

teaching a vibrant group of youngsters (our future) on the range.  

To see those same youngsters arrive full of trepidation at a tender age; watch them over several 

years as they go through the Club blender of playing with adults, of actually having to look them in 

the eye and shake their hands with a firm grip  – what life skills!! 

To observe another group of pint size “Tiger Woods” wannabe’s on the new short course hitting 

balls everywhere in the setting sun under the skilled guidance of one of the Pro’s with proud parents 

watching on – priceless. Tomorrow’s super stars running and laughing in the dusk of yet another lazy 

summer evening, dodging the flags and cones that were set up for skills testing and now, in a child’s 

eyes, merely a playground. These are life memories that will fuel the fire of why they play – for pure 

enjoyment that will last a lifetime. 

To talk to the kids over dinner and hear about their tee shot on the 7th or their long putt on the 9th, 

or even on the odd occasion when a member has rung me at home after playing with one of them to 

pass some very complimentary remark about their conduct – very humbling and confirms my 

observations that a family that golfs together, sticks together. 
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Sit back in the new lounge seats for a moment and smell the roses before you push them up; watch 

the variety of members and guests coming and going, or the business networking, or the ideal gossip 

in the car-park;  what a great place a Golf Club is………. 

The daily challenge for all of us is to promote the positiveness that is at the very core of a healthy 

Club – push aside the negative and often minor issues and embrace the mission to leave the Club in 

a better position than you found it. If we all did that, can you imagine the picture it would paint for 

future golf families to enjoy? 

 

Dave Cooke 
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